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Xray is a Network-Based Intrusion Detection System (IDS). It has four main functions: * IDS * Trace - Find out what happened * Detect - Identify what happened * Analyze - Learn about what happened These functions are generally used at the Command Line to be executed + IDS Scan + Trace + Scan + IDS Statistics + Trace + Statistics + Network Analysis *
Analyze - Learn about what happened The Output from Xray consists of a log file and/or a Display. Both of these can be use to gather information about attacks. The Display is primarily intended to be viewed in the Xray Users Application and provides a graphical display of all or part of the Xray Analysis. Using Xray Xray runs with an automatic detection
module installed that searches out a number of known attack type signatures to determine if an attack is being launched against a host. Xray supports the following signatures: * SMB Worm * Microsoft Windows Backdoors * Shouts (Flood) * Winlogon (Password Cracking) * Bad Packets (SYN Flooding, etc) * Network Intrusion * Metasploit (Port-Scanning) *
MS Fuzzer (Deals with Metasploit) By itself, Xray will detect if an attack is being launched against you. Xray will also notify you when the attack is detected, so you can take action against it. Note: Xray is designed to be run in a firewalling environment. All traffic entering and leaving the network is analyzed by Xray. Xray will not notify you when a port is open
or closed unless it is an attack that is being launched. Xray Configuration In Xray, when you configure a host for IDS scanning, Xray will put a module in place that will perform monitoring on all network traffic entering/exiting that host. For this reason, you must configure a host to be monitored before you start Xray. In the *Xray* Admin, you can configure a
host to be monitored for IDS scanning. This host must be a member of a *Windows* domain, or it must be a stand-alone host. The *Xray* Admin is available under *Preferences* in the *Xray* program. When you change a host to be monitored for IDS scanning, you can change how many hours you
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It blocks all known attacks with nearly no false positives, effectively detects all Zero-Day, weaponized and emerging threats. Detects all exploits, worms and viruses from any source. It works and has been in beta-testing mode since Spring 2007. It's still under constant development and improvement, even after more than two years in production. What makes our
product different from other IDS solutions is our unique and innovative detection algorithm. We do not rely on regular signatures, which would not be able to keep up with dynamic threats. Instead, Xray uses pattern matching to precisely identify individual, atypical threats. XRAY is easy to use, works without a plugin, and can be fully integrated into your
existing security software. We have also developed a feature to export its detection results directly to the SNORT IDS/IPS. XRAY is available to customers who have already purchased SNORT or IDA versions. XRAY is free for non-commercial use. It blocks all known attacks with nearly no false positives, effectively detects all Zero-Day, weaponized and
emerging threats. Detects all exploits, worms and viruses from any source. It works and has been in beta-testing mode since Spring 2007. It's still under constant development and improvement, even after more than two years in production. What makes our product different from other IDS solutions is our unique and innovative detection algorithm. We do not
rely on regular signatures, which would not be able to keep up with dynamic threats. Instead, Xray uses pattern matching to precisely identify individual, atypical threats. XRAY is easy to use, works without a plugin, and can be fully integrated into your existing security software. We have also developed a feature to export its detection results directly to the
SNORT IDS/IPS. XRAY is available to customers who have already purchased SNORT or IDA versions. XRAY is free for non-commercial use. It blocks all known attacks with nearly no false positives, effectively detects all Zero-Day, weaponized and emerging threats. Detects all exploits, worms and viruses from any source. It works and has been in beta-
testing mode since Spring 2007. It's still under constant development and improvement, even after more than two years in production. What makes our product different from other IDS solutions is our unique and innovative detection algorithm. We do not rely on regular signatures, which would not be able to keep up with dynamic threats. Instead, Xray
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XRAY is a state of the art Firewall solution. The Firewall monitors the LAN and WAN Hands-On – Free Online Community Manager Training – The UPS Learning Center Hands-On is free online community management training for anyone who is interested in learning more about online community management.The UPS Learning Center is a FREE online
resource for training on community management and social media. The UPS Learning Center is provided by UPS, a leader in sustainable packaging solutions. You are provided with 21 hours of online instruction, videos, quizzes, and resource links to help you get started. Free Online Learning for Network Engineers | Novell Learn network engineering and
technologies from the Novell Network Engineering Academy at no charge. Network engineering and technologies are changing faster than ever before. With the continuing advances in technology, network engineers must be prepared to adapt to the constantly changing environment of the workforce and to their customers. The Novell Network Engineering
Academy is your source for free, online, training to help you prepare for your Novell career. Choose from all available Novell Technical Training modules. This is the latest post in a series of posts called, "Online Communities." This is the latest post in a series of posts called, "Online Communities." "Many online communities offer free tools or services to their
users in the form of discussion forums, message boards and live chat. Typically, however, they reserve the ability to change the rules at any time without any notice. I am not talking about the kind of community that follows a basic set of rules, and if those rules are broken, then there are consequences. I am talking about a community that has a real working
governance system. For example, the rules may be determined by the community’s founder and may not be changed without his or her approval. The Rules may be communicated openly to the entire community." -- 2:20 Are DIY Communities The Next Thing? (The Naked Polymath) Are DIY Communities The Next Thing? (The Naked Polymath) Are DIY
Communities The Next Thing? (The Naked Polymath) For more videos like this visit the Polymath Network or subscribe to the PolymathTV channel at:

What's New in the?

XRAY is a unique real time Network based Intrusion Detection System that has several features that makes XRAY a noticable IDS. It is Java based with the ability to run on any platform (Linux, UNIX, Windows) XRAY is able to detect attacks on the following protocols TCP, UDP, ICMP and TCP over IP. Local Network (LAN) Firewall WAN XRAY uses all
Ports (21,22,23,25,53,80,123,137,389,445) and Protocols (TCP, UDP, ICMP, TCP over IP) for the detection of Attackers. Furthermore XRAY uses the existing Network infrastructure to detect traffic that is near to you and not going to another place. XRAY builds up a database of the traffic that is going on your network and detects attacks against your
network based on this information that it has. XRAY uses all Device Types for the detection of Attackers (Windows based, Linux based, Apple Mac based, Windows Mobile based, Linux Mobile based, IPhone based, Android based...) and device type's can be detected on devices like Switches, Firewalls, Routers, Modems, Routers/Modems, Routers/Modems
(w/ L2TP), Bluetooth, WiFi Devices, Audio/Video devices, Printer's, Fax Devices, Smart Phones,... XRAY is not like some other Java IDS that only scans ports and patterns but analyzes the content itself in the packets. Once a successful attack has been detected, XRAY returns to you a notification of the attack. Use XRAY for your application and network
because its the best way to protect your systems from Attackers. XRAY Features: Detect multiple Attacks Detect Attacks against all Ports Detect Attacks against all protocols Detect attacks against all Application Protocols Detected traffic stored for later analysis (in case the attack was successful) Detected traffic stored with the details (like Time, Target,...) so
you can track it in your logs for later investigation Detected traffic sorted by types Real time alerts while an attack is occuring Intrusion database to investigate Attackers later. Now, Detect Attacks against a port? Why? Everyone thinks: "Well, why to open ports? I have a Router-Firewall and all Ports are closed anyway". But thats
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), 8 (64-bit), 10 (64-bit) Processor: Dual-core AMD A10, AMD FX series, Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 570 (1GB) or ATI Radeon HD 7870 (1GB) or Intel HD Graphics 4600 (1GB) DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 2
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